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Humanity’s greatest export – Justice. 

Space is a dangerous place, even for the wary, especially for the unprepared. The aliens have no idea. Here
comes the Bad Company. 

When the Bad Company learns of a human colony blockaded by aliens, they take the upgraded War Axe into
battle. Once again, nothing is as it seems, but this time, they find a single enemy, evil to its core. 

Ending that threat is a cause they are willing to die for. What would you do?

--- PLEASE NOTE ---

*NOTE: If cursing is a problem, then this might not be for you.
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From Reader Review Blockade: Age of Expansion - A Kurtherian
Gambit Series for online ebook

Andy Bundy says

These spinoffs just keep getting better

I've never known a single book series spawn so many different spin-off threads as have the Kurtherian series.
That there is an almost supernatural consistency tying all the different stories coherently, more or less, into
the same larger picture is beyond belief.

Personally, as much as we all love BA, I'm really glad to see TH and the extended pack so the honourable
thing in letting the earth go its own way after 150 years of TLC, and more so that they've so quickly found a
niche for their unique skills and teamwork out in the galaxy at large.

Finally, despite my dear of Baba Yaga, let Pepsi drinkers unite, though maybe updating to Pepsi Max might
help the team work harder???

Please (repeat x 50) can we have more?

Veronica says

A whole new galaxy!

TH and his team are meeting new aliens, killing enemies, rescuing the downtrodden, and learning more
about the huge universe they now call home. Excellent writing, as always, and great character development. I
enjoyed learning some more about Ted, too.

jane wisniewski says

The Bad Company

I have read the Kurtherian Gambit series, and the second dark ages Dark Messiah series By Michael Anderle
and loved them all. I also read some of the co-authored books such as the Terry Henry Walton Chronicles by
Craig Martelle and Michael Anderle and liked them, but this new The Bad Company series I am not so sure
about. There really isn't enough story involved. New characters aren't introduced well and old characters
from the chronicles have gone stale because they are so busy blowing things up and killing people that they
don't get a chance to live in between battles and the reader doesn't get a chance to know them. Sorry Mr.
Marseille, but I am a bit disappointed.



Drew Doll says

An awesome series.

What fun! Space Opera at its best. The evil aliens are evil, the good guys are good and stout-hearted. We
drink a beer at the end of the day. Could not be better. Keep frosty my friend.

Karen says

Another Action Filled Visit with TH and Friends

Terry Henry Walton and friend's accept a seeming straightforward mission to break a blockade. What could
possibly go wrong!? Ted has an important role in this story and it was a lot of fun to watch Ted and TH
interact. This mission has all the characters learning new ways to fight with more strategy than killing and
introduces new baddies! I love the final teaser at the end!!! Good read!

Jonathan Wilson says

4.25 Stars

Neil D Kossler says

Still a transition book.

It strikes me it is easier to write a story with one protagonist and a few key secondary characters than one
with a fully fleshed out cast of a dozen or so protagonists. That said, this series is going to be a lot of fun
especially if Craig keeps God out of the machine going forward.

Ron says

Plenty of action.

Our intrepid heros continue to work to make the universe a better place in this latest fast paced edition.
While the character list continues to grow this story had room and action for all of them. I continue to be
amazed at the intricacies of the plot lines. If you haven't visited the Kutherian Universe it is high time you
did. If you have, here is more joy for your day!

Paul says



Good read, however...

Yes, this was a great TH read. A very quick one, as well.
Action, excitement, new species, new home, this has all of it.
But... I'm not thrilled with the fact that Craig is pulling away from an overarching tale in lieu of a serial. This
feels like a tv series where the writers have to wrap everything up in 45minutes.
It might have to do with Craig doing too much at one time, or his B5 addiction. I don't know. What i do
know is that i want more depth. I know that he's capable of it. We've seen it in most of the other books. I'd
like to see it here

Rosemary says

Blockade - a review by Rosemary Kenny

Book 2 in Craig Martelle and Michael Anderle's The Bad Company books, is Blockade: Age of Expansion -
A Kurtherian Gambit Series.
It tells of Terry Henry Walton, Char and their 'Bad Company' of renegades and justice bringers of the
universe, with a lively mix of old and new characters that develop interestingly, in a quick and enjoyable
space-opera.
Blockade contains lots of all-action scenes, including battles, both physical and of the wits needed to survive
TEN, their alien foe and would-be mutilator, or escape from the blockaded colony's oppressors, in the
upgraded War Axe. Entertaining and well-written, this book is not to be missed!
Buy your copy today (and read it in sequence with Book 1), for an intergalactic experience like never before
- then tell all your friends, so they can enjoy the series too!

dawn lynn cline says

Hahaha! Seppukarian Quisine

With explosive results? I'm with Char...no thanks! And Michael....we know enough of your shenanigans that
nothing can surprise us anymore....Craig co-opted your intro? At least he didn't author block you with a
video.....

I agree with you Craig, Terry, Char, their family; immediate family, the pack and FDG needed to be able to
grow, adapt and move into space. As with Bethany, sometime you have to let go and let your groundwork
take on a life of its own. I'm all for helping Earth, but damn, when are humans going to get their sh@t
together and take responsibility for their own survival? It was time for them to join the bigger fight. And yes,
they have all changed, and the CAT will win....they are purrfect arch nemesis......for some rrason, if the CAT
could talk out loud, I feel as if he would sound like Captain Piccard! HAHAHAHAHAHAHA.Make it So!

Douglas B. Hull says

Great and now there is a new bad guy



Well if it works do it again and again, A nice mix of Sifi and paranormal with enechic thrown in. The Bad
Company is very enjoyable with some twist to the super/enhanced life style.

Lois Alston says

Enjoyed the story

Lots and lots of danger, adventure, excitement and growth. All of TV's children, Christina, and Joseph are
growing In Maturity And Confidence. Keep The Books Coming.

Natalie Roberts says

Brilliant as always!

Every time I get to the end of a TH story I wish I had the next one ready to read straight away. I am loving
the new direction the story is going in and how well Craig is transitioning it. More! Write faster! I must have
book 3!

Ron Clark says

I was disappointed in the tone of the author's notes. The readers got their nose in a snit? A snit? You could
have said anything but you chose to pass along how some of us got our nose in a snit. Craig Martelle, as a
reader it appears you take your readers for granted. You seem to assume to look down on the readers.
Craig Martelle, may you get exactly what you deserve from your writing in this fantastic Kurtherian
Universe.


